
A NONPROFIT CORPORATION
SHOW PRODUCTION GLOBAL DISTRIBUTION

Wobworld Inc. is a 501 C (3) Nonprofit Corporation created by Rosalind Goly and Sam Stevens. Together Rosalind and 
Sam have developed an extraordinary Children’s Interactive Educational Multimedia Experience. It is in this world that 
children’s imagination and love of learning are sparked. The educational platform of Wobworld was designed for children 
(ages 2 through 6) and their parents by a team of educators and certified child psychologists. 

Wobworld is proud to present its education curriculum globally to all preschools and elementary educators at no cost. In 
addition, Wobworld, the animated television series website and mobile app will be featured in multiple languages.

THE WOBWORLD LEARNING EXPERIENCE

1. Wobworld Television Show. It is a breakthrough in the way children will watch and learn through television. 
We are producing a completely new and innovative animated children’s television show that targets a critical 
age group that has never been attempted in the history of children’s programming. The fine technique used 
to astutely implant learning into a vibrant, animated, fun, environment. Wobworld is a world filled with 
colorful characters and lively music that will immediately capture and hold fast the pre-schooler’s attention. 
The shows cast of characters promote socially accepted behavior making exciting discoveries about science, 
nature, and the world around them.  
 
Wobworld is a completely new and innovative children’s television program. We provide educational content 
through fun and entertaining animation. It is in this world that children’s imagination and love of learning are 
sparked. Wobworld has tapped into a niche that allows for early developmental stage learning coupled with 
a strategic approach to spatial thinking. A niche no other children’s media and entertainment landscape has 
ever combined before. 
 
Wobworld is fun and entertaining for children to watch. Characters engage viewers in different dance 
movements (e.g., twist, bend, leap, slide) and encourage viewers to experience creative movement and dance 
performances. Episodes provide a range of music from different cultures and genres for dance and movement 
activities (e.g., classical, jazz, rock, salsa, reggae, rap, and others). Story-lines connect movement and dance to 
curriculum themes and to other content areas and domains throughout the day, especially fine- and gross-
motor skills, coordination, and other areas of physical development. 
 
Wobworld  makes a brave move by venturing into an area that television programs have never entered 
before, the age group of 2 - 6 years of age. The target age for Sesame Street has always been 4 years old. 
Most popular television shows for children start at the age level of 7 years old and are mostly entertainment 
with very little or no educational value. 

2. Wobworld Website. Wobmob.club, the Wobworld website is currently in development. Upon completion 
it will be a revolutionary, fully interactive, high tech, learning website that will easily surpasses every other 
educational website available. Educator’s will quickly see that Wobworld’s interactive website is a powerful 
tool in their digital learning campus. It has been thoughtfully designed to prioritize active learning in a 
positive, safe environment where early learners can explore academic and social concepts and take risks 
with new learning. The core of all Wobworld learning activities originate from a national standards-aligned 
framework that focuses on the critical areas of early childhood literacy education, including letter formation, 
phonological and phonemic awareness, vocabulary, and fluency and comprehension strategies and basic age 
appropriate coding skills.   
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The Wobworld website has been developed with Universal Design for Learning (UDL) in mind. Children of all 
abilities, including those with cognitive, hearing, or visual impairments, can fully engage with the content in a 
manner that is easily accessible and highly engaging. Keep also in mind that unlike other educational websites 
we stay on-point with fun while learning.   

3. Wobworld Mobile App. A state-of-the-art fully interactive mobile app that redefines the terms education 
through entertainment. We are raising the bar by producing a game format with story-lines that integrates 
the core national educational standards in literacy, math, and social studies, family life skills, and integrated 
STEAM (Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Math) learning activities. Kids are spending inordinate 
amounts of leisure time playing video games on consoles and mobile devices. According to the NPD Group, 
91% of U.S. children ages 2-17 play video games (64 million). Half of them play every day. Of these children, 
63% play games on mobile devices. Now, with the Wobworld Mobile App. Playtime will be all about fun and 
learning. Did we mention that this amazing app is offered as a free download! 

WOBWORLD’S PROGRAMMING AND CURRICULUM 

The U.S. Department of Education’s Office of Early Literacy provides comprehensive research about the importance and 
impact of effective literacy instruction in early childhood education The goal for early learning is to improve the health, 
social-emotional, and cognitive outcomes for all children from birth through 3rd grade, so that all children, particularly 
those with high needs, are on track for positive academic experiences and becoming productive, contributing citizens in 
our global society.

Social emotional learning (SEL) is the cornerstone of early childhood education and builds the foundation for young 
learners to develop the five core behavioral competencies that strengthen their academic potential. Wobworld’s 
programming and curriculum incorporate these critical competencies, including self- awareness, self-management, social 
awareness, relationship skills, and responsible decision-making. Wobworld partners with schools that are increasingly 
focusing on developing SEL programming as research highlights the positive relationship of SEL to academic success 
(CASEL, 2003). These “soft skills” are the foundation of the national 21st Century Life and Career Skills that support 
young learners in becoming responsible, creative, and collaborative citizens who are capable of communicating and 
collaborating with others, who use critical thinking skills to make sense of problems and persevere in solving them, and 
who learn to act ethically and with social responsiveness as they grow as young adults. 

The educational-scientific rationale behind Wobworld has a high potential to enhance students’ understanding and 
learning motivation, while being grounded in the national educational learning outcomes associated with STEAM 
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, and Mathematics) in schools. Wobworld provides a multimedia platform for 
children to explore these critical subject areas in a way that scaffolds the learning and makes thinking visible. Educator 
resources allow teachers to harness the powerful attachment children form with the Wob and Friends to support them in 
facilitating highly engaging instructional lessons and assessments through the Wobworld digital learning campus.

STEAM standards demand high levels of inquiry-based learning focused on the five disciplines used in everyday activities, 
which promote problem solving, and creative and analytical thinking. Each STEAM discipline is introduced in Wobworld, 
from life and natural sciences, exploring coding, robotics, and mathematical practices, while simultaneously integrating 
arts education through song and dance.

Wobworld’s curriculum is advanced and teaches children about algorithms, a set of instructions to help a computer 
perform a specific task. Coding for preschoolers is generally best to introduce through fun hands-on games and activities 
that make kids think like a computer programmer. We provide activities that promote logical thinking, and have a 
problem to solve. Coding teaches skills such as learning to problem solve efficiently, and helping to develop persistence, 
resilience, and determination which are all highly sought-after skills in the workforce, and in life in general.

Animation supports a creation of mental representations of phenomena, promoting better understanding. Computer 
animation is highly effective in demonstration of processes that cannot be viewed naturally or that are difficult to 
demonstrate in the classroom or even in the laboratory (Fleming, Hart, & Savage, 2000). Children’s attachment to the 
lovable Wob allow them to take risks with exploring new concepts, feeling supported and guided in asking questions, 
making mistakes, and interacting with others.  
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Wobworld is also a place without borders. Wobworld’s learning environments promote the development of children’s 
critical thinking skills; foster awareness of diversity and multiculturalism; and support enthusiasm and engagement as 
the cornerstones of approaches to learning. The content nurtures children’s capacity to engage deeply in individual and 
group activities. The animated show and website will be presented in multiple languages.

Growing up in a digital world, coding for preschoolers is just as important as it is for them to learn to read and learn 
math. Preschool coding activities can set down the foundation for helping kids start to think like a computer programmer. 
Coding is basically giving your computer instructions using a language it understands, that can then produce a specific 
result. Many seem to think it is just for adults, but that’s not the case. Coding can also be for children as young as 
preschoolers. Yes, really! 

CHILDREN WITH SPECIAL NEEDS

Children of all abilities, including those with cognitive, hearing, or visual impairments, can fully engage with the content 
in a manner that is easily accessible and highly engaging. Wobworld always motivates and supports positive thinking 
and smiling. This helps both children with or without special needs. Wobworld characters are always positive and never 
negative. This is particularly important for children especially with autism since they typically have difficulty with social 
interactions.

Wobworld is all about imagination and it was designed to inspire creativity and imagination. For children in general 
this opens their minds to creative thought. This will certainly aid those with autism and other learning and behavioral 
disabilities who typically do not participate in childhood play and make-believe games. 

CHILDREN WHO ARE DEAF AND HARD OF HEARING

Many children who are deaf or hard of hearing struggle academically with reading and math. Research from the 
American Speech-Language Hearing Association indicates that on average, children with a mild to moderate hearing loss 
who do not receive intervention services are likely to be “one to four grades lower” than average hearing children. Those 
with a more profound hearing loss who do not receive services barely pass third grade.

Wobworld provides essential lessons, and activities developed specifically for children with different degrees of hearing 
disabilities. This is not a place where they will feel any peer pressure and can learn at a pace, they are comfortable 
with. They are presented with the opportunity to repeat any lesson for as long as it takes them to fully understand the 
material. Wobworld has turned to highly trained deaf educators, psychologists, and technical engineers to ensure that 
the best curriculum is being offered and by a state-of-the-art method of delivery.  

CHILDREN WHO ARE BLIND OR VISUALLY IMPAIRED

There is a growing awareness among parents, teachers, blind youth, and the adult blind community that the education 
which children who are blind or visually impaired are receiving is failing them. They are not receiving a quality education 
which can prepare them to compete in the demanding high-tech economy and society of the 21st Century. They are not 
learning to use and trust the alternative techniques which blind persons must have if they are to be successful. They 
are not developing the positive attitudes toward their blindness which are so essential to them if they are to become 
mature, responsible, productive adults.

Parental assistance is recommended for children to navigate through the website. All instructions and information are 
100% audible with no required reading. Children visiting Funville can choose from several book titles offered by Magic 
the Cat. Choose a title and Magic will be more than happy to read to you. You can also choose the Wobworld pod cast 
and hear the latest episode of the animated show with special audio extras, care of the Wob himself.

As a registered member of WobMob.fun all blind members can receive up to two braille editions of our published books. 
Order two and we will deliver them to you. When you are finished, simply return them to us and we will be happy to 
send you two more titles at no charge (shipping included). 
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A LITTLE MORE ABOUT WOBWORLD, THE SHOW

A Show About Kid’s Stuff,

Wobworld will broadcast an eight week series of 40 half-hour episodes on the PBS, Television Network and will reach an 
estimated 200 Million households In the United States alone. Wobworld has propelled this amazing children’s experience 
to the mainstream digital entertainment market with worldwide distribution. Wobworld will air in the United States, 
Canada, Mexico and in 43 foreign countries.

Wobworld will be entertaining for all children and will follow in the tradition of the  PBS TV series “Clifford the Big Red 
Dog,” “Jakers: The Adventures of Piggley Winks,” and “Clifford’s Puppy Days,” shows that featured the talents of Mel 
Brooks, John Ritter, Henry Winkler and many other celebrities.  To insure a successful series, we have contracted the five-
time Emmy Award, three-time Humanitas Award winning animation writer specializing in edu-tainment and preschool 
projects, Sindy McKay. Her resume includes animation projects in coordination with the National Science Foundation, 
UNESCO, Children’s Television Workshop, Jim Henson, Disney Television Animation, Marvel, Film Roman  and many more.

Science and Fun Designed for Preschoolers. The adorable creature known simply as WOB is a raccoon-tailed ball-of-
energy who sprang to life, fully formed, after a happy accident in DR. FOOIE’s laboratory. Though Wob looks, moves, and 
reacts like an older child, he is as innocent and unlearned as a newborn baby. He knows almost nothing about himself or 
the world around him - so he’s bursting with questions and eager for answers!

Why can some animals breathe underwater? How does a seed turn into a tomato plant? What is a rainforest? How can I 
jump higher? Why do I have fur and birds have feathers? Why does a sled go so fast on a snowy hill? What makes the sky 
blue? Most important of all – how and where do you get answers to these questions?

Young children are natural born scientists. They are curious about everything! They instinctively explore their world 
using such time-honored scientific processes as watching (observation), guessing (predicting and inferring), trying 
(experimenting), and discovering (interpreting data)! But scientific process is just one of the tools Wob uses to better 
understand his world. He also depends on his patient mentor DR. FOOIE. Once Wob has defined his question, Dr. Fooie 
takes him into the LEARNING TREE where he can transport Wob to different environs to guide his exploration in an age 
appropriate way.

HOW DOES IT ALL WORK: THE SERIES

FIRST: SCIENTIFIC PROCESS THE QUESTION IS POSED Each episode is inspired by a fun observation made by one of our 
lead characters. This leads to the same kind of simple, curious question that any human child might pose. For example: 
When Wob and friends see a hawk flying in the sky, Wob is excited and wonders when he will be able to fly like that!

THE QUESTION IS EXPLORED: Once the question is posed, Wob and friends set off through the Learning Tree to explore 
and experiment and discover as much information as they can. In this case, they visit Park Ranger Rusty in the woods and 
collect data on birds then experiment with ways they might imitate their flying. This is the “meat” of the episode.

ANSWERS ARE CONSIDERED: Along the way, the gang will sometimes stop and consider what they are experiencing. Each 
time they stop to contemplate, Wob will clearly identify the hypotheses and may address the viewing audience, asking 
them what THEY think.

INTEREST IS STIMULATED: Absolute answers may not always be given in Wobworld. Rather we hope that each episode 
will stimulating interest and provoke MORE questions. Parents – be prepared!

SECOND: MUSIC AND MOVEMENT: Music helps solidify concepts – and movement further cements it. Featured in every 
episode of “WOBWORLD,” will be at least one of the several signature songs. Episode-specific lyrics may be written, but 
the chorus and accompanying dance moves remain constant to encourage viewers to dance and sing along!
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THIRD: SOCIAL INTERACTION: Exploration and discovery isn’t accomplished in a bubble. It must be taken out into the 
real world, with real interactions and relationships. Learning how to navigate the social world is one of the biggest tasks 
for a preschooler. What is acceptable and expected when it comes to manners and morals. Young Wob gets frustrated, 
impatient, overly excited, and all the other feelings that preschoolers are grappling with. In every episode of Wobworld 
he will face a social interaction challenge.

AND FINALLY: ONE FINAL EXPERIMENT: At the end of every episode, Dr. Fooie and Wob perform a simple science 
experiment designed to stimulate curiosity. Some examples; cleaning a dirty pan using catsup, using the static electricity 
of a balloon to move things, light refraction through a water bottle, writing invisible messages, and making slime!

HERE ARE SOME OTHER THEMES WE WILL EXPLORE

RAINBOWS: When a rainstorm ends leaving a beautiful rainbow in the sky, Wob wants one – and he wants it NOW! A 
visit to Pilot Pete gives them an opportunity to explore rainbows up close and personal in Pete’s airplane – and helps 
Wob understand the virtue of patience.

PATTERNS IN NATURE: Recognizing shapes and patterns is an important first math skill for preschoolers and Wob is 
thrilled to finally “crack the code” of hopscotch – 1 foot, 1 foot, 1 foot, 2 feet, 1 foot, 2 feet, 1 foot! Patterns are cool and 
Wob wants to see more! Dr. Fooie knows that patterns are everywhere in Nature and takes Wob and friends on a trip of 
discovery. Along the way, Wob must learn that not everyone wants to be “studied” and boundaries are important.

SPEED: Wob is unhappy when he realizes that, while he can move faster than Chepi, he cannot move as fast as Magic. 
Jungle Jackie leads Wob and friends through the rainforest to investigate the various ways that animals move through 
their environment – and helps Wob understand the reasons and advantages of their movements.

IN CONCLUSION 

If you want your child to speak well, start early. If you want your child to read well, start early. If you want your child 
to be interested in the fascinating world of science, start early – and let them experience the fun and adventure of 
“WOBWORLD.”


